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FOREWORD

The series of papers,.±!Iiu.lj... Nut~~,- ’--prepar t by- the U~ A..,~,, $h,~1 ..r A~ss.~~ Is Intended toclarif y and explain various aspects of nuclear weapons phenomenology and usage. These papers are
prepared In as nontechnical a fashion as the subject matter p.rmits.~ They are oriented toward anaudience assumed to be responsible for teaching or in some way~~yj.1ii~ting the tactics and tech-niques of employing nuclear weapons in a confIic~ s teatlorC Th.lr dissemination w i ll hopefully
provide to the Aris~r accur.te-,—~rp—to—date Inlormation of critica l i mportance to a reasoned
un~~~ .t.ndrnj~of nuclear weapons on the battlefield.

~~~The Intent of this nuclear note is to provide a simple text to provide a basic understandingof the importance of nuclear weapons on the battlefield for the soldier and officer , who has not
received formal training in the capabilities of nuclear weapons available to the tactical commander.
This nuclear note should put into perspective nuclear effects as they pertain to the modern battle—
field .~~~~~~

The principal author of this paper is Major! Richard L. Beller of the US Army Nuclear Agency.
Cona~ents and views of readers are desired and should be forwardid to Con~nander, US A rmy NuclearAgency, 7500 Backlick Road, Building 2073, Springfield , VA 22150.

WALTER G. PARKS
COL, AD
Deputy Comander
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The US Army Nuclear Agency recoi~wnends that issues of Nuclear Notes be retained and 
filed in

a loose leaf binder. Previous issues are:

Nuclear Notes Numbe r 1 - The Electromagnetic Pu l se (EMP) , June 1974

Nuclear Notes Number 2 - The Army Nuclear Survivability Program , October 197g.

Nuclear Notes Numbe r 3 - The New Nuclear Radiation Casualty Criter ia , May 1975

Nuclear Notes Number 1. - Nuclear Blackout of Tactical Conm~unications , August 1976

Nuclear Notes Number 5 - Rainout , December 1976

Local reproduction and distribution are authorized; however, headquarters that do so are re-
quested to maintain a record of internal distribution so that changes , up-dates , and corrections
may be properl y disseminated .
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A PRIMER ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS CAPABILITIES

INTRODUCTION

Tactical nuclear weapons have been in the US commander ’s arsenal sInce the early 1950’s. In
the 1960’s the Soviets dep loyed the free rocket over ground (FROG) and SCUD missile , both capable
of delivering nuclear weapons against land forces. With the essential parity of US and USSR stra-
tegic forces, battief ield nuciear weapons have increased in i mportance. Recent changes in the
emp loyment concepts of these weapons have created a need to prov i de the commander and his men a
“feel” for what nuclear weapons will do for or to them on the battlefield. With this knowledge ,
a commander can appreciate the vast number of options that can be made available to increase the
intensity of tactical nuclear warfare and possibly avoid all—out strategic nuclear warfare by ter-
minating the conflict at the l owest level of hostilities on terms acceptable to the US and her
Allies.

WHY SHOULD I KNOW THE CAPABILITIES OF TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS?

The decision to use tactical nuclear weapons on the battlefield will be a political one based
on the enemy~~s first use of their weapons of mass destruction or the inability of conventional
forces to halt the attack. The ultimate objective of the employment of nuclear weapons is to de-
cisively terminate the conflict at the lowest level of hostilities possible. Although the level of
concern is usually above the unit commander ’s Interest , it is necessary that he be aware of the goals
at hi gher levels in order to understand the app lication of force to decisively terminate the con-
fi ict.

For the tactical emp loyment of nuclear weapons to achieve its objective , commanders and their
men at all levels must be familiar with the effects of nuclear weapons on the battlefield. Histor-
ically, the Army’s technical procedures for employing nuclear weapons and hig h security ciassifica-
tion of weapon characteristics have caused commanders to relegate the nuclear aspects of the battle-
field to the “prefix 5 types” while retaining the conventional planning for themselves and their
principa l staffs. This should not be the case. A commander must understand the basics of planning
to make the best use of all the resources with which he has to fig ht. The purpose of this nuclear
note is to help commanders and their men understand the nature of the nuclear battlefield by pre-
senting in unclassified , layman terms the capabilities of the tactical nuclear weapons available
In our arsenal.

WHAT NUCLEAR WEAPONS EFFECTS SHOULD BE IMPORTANT TO ME?

Before considering the capab ilities of nuclea r weapons, let us briefly discuss nuclear effects.
It Is Important that you understand nuclear effects as they relate to personnel casualties and
materiel damage In order for you to use your weapons effectively and to protect your command from
enemy nuclear detonations.
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The effects produced from any nuclear weapon may be divided into two major categories, inItial
and residual. Figure I illustrates the partitioning of energy from a typical fission weapon. Re-
sidual effects, i.e., fallout and rainout , are primaril y of long term Importance but , under certain
circumstances, may also have serious impact on the success or failure in the immediate battle area.
Initial effects occur in the Immediate area within one minute after the detonation and are of most
Importance to the commander since they will create personnel casualties and materiel damage within
the tlmespan of the current operation. The prInci pal initial effects are blast , therma l radiation ,
and nuclear radiation. Other initial effects (Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) and Transient Radiation
Effects on Electronics (TREE)) are important with respect to electronic equipment , especially the
consideratIon of protecting one’s own equipment.

FIGURE 1. ENERGY PARTITION.

WHAT WILL THESE EFFECTS DO ON A TACTICAL NUCLEAR BATTLEFIELD?

The nuclear yields most likely to be used in the main battle area and near the forward line of
troops will be on the order of 1 KT to 10 KI (TNT equivalent in kilotons). Figure 2 illustrates the
amount of TNT required to produce the equivalent air blast resulting from a 1 KT burst.

))‘~
200 2.5 TON OR 50

TRUCKLOADS OF TNT CONEXES OF TNT

FIGURE 2.TNT EQUIVALENT OF A 1 KT NUCLEAR WEAP ON.
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The air blast from these bursts will overturn and crush equipment , rupture lungs, and hurl and
tumble personnel. Thermal radiation will set fires to combustible materials and cause personnel
casualties , especially those with exposed skin. Nuciear radiation will affect critical biolog ical
systems and is the dominant casualty producing effect for low tactical yields. The radiation dose
at a distance curve for a typ ical 1 KT fission weapon Is shown In Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. DOSE•DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP (1 NT).

• The level of radiation used in the safety criteria (50, 70 and 150 rads) and the primary levels
used for targeting enemy forces (650, 3000, and 8000 rads) are indicated along the top of the chart.
A person In a tank can be about one hundred meters closer to ground zero before receiving the same• s’ radiation casualty doses as exposed personnel. Radiation reaches much farther than casualty pro-
ducing blast effects. Although nuclear radiation effects usually govern, other initial effects may
be significant in the target area at casualty/damage levels. The total coverage of a target by
both the governI ng and non—govern i ng effects combined Is shown in Figure 1. for typical 1 KT and
10 KT fission weapons. Ground zero Is at such a distance from the target that 30% of exposed sol-
d iers receive 8000 reds. Personnel In tanks would receive 3000 rads at the same distance. One
should notice the yield dependency of the effects and the range to which they extend over the en-
tire target. Blast and thermal effects are for exposed personnel. At such effects levels person-
nel in tanks would not be affected. Figure 5 shows the range difference due to degree of protec—
tion at casualty levels and safety levels. The risk radii In Figure 5 are negligible to warned
protected troops (NWP), emergency to warned exposed (EWE) and neg ligible to unwarned exposed (sUE).
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FIGURE 5. TYPICAL RADII OF EFFECTS. 
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A method of getting a feel for the capabilities of the tactical nuclear weapon systems Is to
use the so-called “short name” in lieu of calling the system by name and yield. The short name con—
sists of two effects radii rounded to the nearest hundred meters and separated by a dash. The short
name Is In brackets by the KT designator In Figure 5. The first number is the radius of damage for
iumsedlate transient casualties (3000 rad) to personnel In tanks. The second number is the radius of
safety (no buffer distance) for negligible risk to unwarned exposed personnel. For example, “5-23”
is a more meaningful , descriptive name than the yield in kilotons (1 ICr) for a typical weapon,
because it clearly indicates the damage and safety radii of approximately 500 and 2300 meters. A
good rule of thumb to use for Corps weapons for emergency risk to warned and protected troops is to

• add 500 meters to the damage radius. Thus protected troops would receive no more than emergency risk
at approximately 1100 meters from a 1 KT detonation. Commanders and members of their staffs who are
invo lved in planning the employment of nuclear weapons should be familiar with short names to facil-
itate their visualization of the effect on the enemy and the approximate distance they must be used
beyond the FEBA. The short name for stockpile weapons is currently classified and can be found In
the 1977 version of FM 101—31—2.

WHAT ARE FRIENDLY NUCLEAR WEAPONS SYSTEMS CAPABILITIES?

Battlefield commanders have several nuclear capable systems available to support their tactical
operations.

Fi gure 6 depicts the capabilities of the Army systems in terms of typica l Soviet targets they
can defeat based on their doctrine and Figure 7 indicates the letha l area on the ground. While
nuclear weapons are not all—powerful , they enhance the coninander’s ability to dramatically alter the
tactical situation if enough weapons are effectively employed.
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FIGURE 6. NUCLEAR SYSTEM CAPABILITIES.
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DO I STILL NEED TO WORRY ABOUT TARGET ACQUISITION?

A myth associated with nuclear weapons Is that the weapons are so powerful that good target
identification and location informatIon is not necessary . On the contrary, target acquisition is
Just as necessary in nuclear fireplannlng and execution as in conventional firep lanning. The more
targets that can be acquired with a degree of certainty, the better the picture that can be painted
of the true threat facing the Corps. This in turn provIdes the intelligence necessary to refine
weapons employment plans; it provides a nucleus of targets that can be definitely defeated; and It
adds to the confidence of defeating a slzeable portion of the attacking force with the fewest number
of weapons possible.

CM YOU SHOW ME HOW TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAY BE EMPLOYED?

An examp le of the employment areas for tactical nuc lear systems is shown in Figure 8. For the
purpose of this discussion , let us assume that the interest lies in the plans of a Corps with a
sector width of 100 KM. The battlefie ld support systems, i.e., the cannon systems, are of use for
about 10 KM beyond the FEBA due to theIr doctrinal position i ng of 1/2 — 1/3 range. The interdiction
systems, i.e. , Lance and tactIca l air , are of uti l i ty to a depth of about 150 (14, i.e., to the depth
of the enemy forces that can directly influence the tactical situation . Purely in terms of areas,
1000 KM2 (10 x 100) and 15,000 KM2 (150 x 100), respect ively, it is evident that the entire area
could not be covered even if we desired to do so due to the limited letha l area of our stockpile
weapons and the number of availab le weapons. Yet in terms of nuc lear weapons capabilities versus
conventional firepower, Figure 9 shows that nuc lear weapons add a significant amount of firepower
to defeat the threat. The new emp loyment concept maximizes effects against the threat within con-
straints. Specific information requ i red to reduce this total area to something manageable includes
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FIGURE 9. NUCLEAR VS . CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS .

the cities to avoid , trafficable terrain , barrier plans , analysis of avenues of approach , and the
target acquisition/intelligence picture.

The new employment doctrine emphasizes two target analysis techniques. Both of these tech-
niques are used while recognizing and meeting employment constraints. Normall y, use of nuclear
weapons will be for a particular period of time , within specified areas, be restricted with yield
limitations , and will attempt to achieve a balance between military effectiveness and collateral
damage. The target oriented method requires a target to be firmly acquired with a known location ,
size and composition. This techni que lends itself well to fixed targets but can be used against
well i dentified mobile targets. Using this techni que, weapon y ields can be sized to achieve specific
target coverage within employment constraints. The other technique is called the preclusion oriented
method since this technique is based on us i ng the most effective weapon(s) within collateral damage
and/or troop safety constraints. It is well suited for preplann i ng and against mobile targets that
have not been acquired with certainty. Usuall y a preliminary target coverage cannot be predicted.
In areas of hi gh target density , maximizing effects within the target area with several weapons will
not onl y defeat the principal target , but also realize significant casualty/damage bonus effects to
other nearby priority enemy units. Both techniques are used in a complementary fashIon.

• To assIst in clarif ying the new emp loyment concept, the schematic of Figure 10 illustrates a
simplified package of weapons. In this case seven divisions are postulated to be the threat facing

• the Corps; three divisions in contact, two moving up on high speed approaches, and two other
divisions still in assembl y areas. The five forward divisions are closer together than norma l
because they are in contact or moving to exploit. This increased density invites application of
preclusion oriented targeting techniques wherein nuclear weapons effects are maximized in the
target area while precluding specified damage levels to cities . The key concepts are that each
target does not require a weapon because of the Increased unit density and that emp l oyment con-
straints are met while achieving the prescribed military effectiveness. The schematic shows con-
centrations of 16 nuclea r weapons on the northern division , 31 nuclear weapons on the penetrating
division , a total of 17 on the southern division , two groupings totaling 19 on the northern expl-
oiting division and 19 nuclear weapons in 3 groups on the southern exploiting division. The +‘s
represent individual weapons delivered at single targets wherein the unit density does not suggest
more than one target or the targets are fixed , i.e. airfields , brid ges, log istic facilities , etc.
In this package, weapons effects against the target are maximized recognizing and meeting all con-
straints. The total schedule of fires represents a package of 136 nuclear weapons delivered within
one Corps area for a specific tactical contingency. This package illustrates the targets of Corps
interest as well as theater Interdiction targets in the Corps zone. These weapons would all be
delivered within one or two hours.
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WHAT ABOUT ENEMY NUCLEAR WEAPON CAPABILITIES AND WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT THEM?

Even though Figures 5, 6 and 7 appl y similarly to enemy nuclear weapons, one should be aware
that the yields of their warheads are typically larger than ours. This could be attributed to less
concern for restraint or lack of concern for undes i red effects on noncombatants, and it could also
be an indication that enemy weapon systems are less accurate than our delivery means.

The emphasis on enemy capabilitie s is more logically directed toward what commanders can do
to decrease persQnnei and equipment vulnerability so that their units can survive to fight. It is
well known that dispersion is the primary way of increasing a unit ’s chances of surviving a nuclear
burst. Another method Is changing one’s position so the enemy cannot fix an aiming point. The
equipment used by soldiers may be hardened to surv ive nuclea r weapon effects or It Is sometimes in-
herently hardened. The fundamental guideline on affixing survivability measures to equipment is to
have it available for use if the soldier can surv i ve. There are other easy ways that an individual
soldier can reduce the realized prompt effects of nuclea r weapons. Some of these methods are shown
in Fi gure 11 and could be included in a t~nit ’s standing operating procedure: earth cover over fox-
holes and bunkers, keeping vehicles in defilade , covering exposed skin , disconnecting a portion of

• antennas from turned off radios , grounding of electronic equ i pment, sandbagging vehicles , and
keeping armored vehicle crews in their vehicles. By providing personnel with as much cover as pos-
sible and by properl y securing , stowing and shielding as much equIpment as possible without seriously
degrading your mission , you will enhance your ability to survive on a nuclear battlefield.

FIGURE 11. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES.

WHAT CAN BE DONE IN UNIT TRAINING AND INDIVIDUAL TRAINING TO PREPARE TO FIGHT IN A NUCLEAR
ENVIRON MENT?

As conunonplace as It may sound , the best way to prepare to fight on a nuclear battlefield is to
perform the basics in a more professIonal manner. To get the Job done on the nuclear battlefield ,
the same functions performed on the conventional battlefield have to be accomplished on the nuclear
battlef ield , but faster and better. However, there are three areas where emphasis can be placed
during training : communication , dispersion , and decentralized control. In nuc1~ar warfare, commu-nIcations may be more critical to combat operations than any other factor, so plans for alternate
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means must be exercised. Because equipment will be at a premium causing more traffic for fewer
facilities , aggressive steps must be taken to have strict communications discipline , eliminating

• all but combat essential transmissions at all levels. Dispersion on the nuclear battlefield will
be paramount for survi val. A commander has to control the unit and be able to fight his unit to
its highest potential. This potential can only be achieved by the profess ional ly trained unit that
has confidence in their neighbor units and fellow soldiers. On the nuclear battlefiel d more than
on the conventional , the need for good prior planning to enable decentralized execution is Impera-
tive. The dispersion inherent to the nuclear battlefield coupled with the probable loss of key
commanders and degradation of communications makes it essential that our commanders and leaders act

• on their own initiative in an aggressive manner. To establish control on the nuclear battle field ,
• 

- 
strong aggressive leadership without communIcation or guidance from immediate superiors will be
necessary to achieve victory and restore peace.

• WHAT SHOULD I REMEMBER ABOUT THIS NUCLEAR NOTE?

Considering the threat which now faces us, commanders and staffs should be prepared to fight
on a nuclear/chemical/conventional battlefield. Nuclear weapons capabilities are not difficult to
understand and one does not have to be prefix 5 qualified to emp loy them effectively on the battle—
field. Commanders should integrate nuclear weapons Into the overall concept of the operation while
being ready to aggressively execute the plans with fire and maneuver. It Is equally important that
commanders train their men to fight and survive or~ the nuclear battle field by stressing the enemy ’s
capabilities. With the continued buildup of Warsaw Pact conventional and tactica l nuclear forces
and their emphasis on developing materiel to fight In the NBC environment , we cannot afford to con-
tinue relegating to a low priority the training of troops and development of materiel to fight in a
tactical nuclear war.
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